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Abstract. Compared with the previous video standard, the performance of 
H.264 has improved significantly because of multi-block-size motion 
estimation. However, encoder using above technology is very time-consuming. 
Making full use of the spatiotemporal correlation of video and similar motion 
between the different-size block, according to the central-biased characteristic 
of motion vector, a fast motion estimation algorithm for H.264 is proposed in 
this paper. By effective prediction of search window center point, adaptive 
selection of search patterns and termination of the search process, the proposed 
algorithm speedups 123-186 times than full search algorithm and 4.6-5.9 times 
than the fast motion estimation algorithm recommended in H.264 while 
maintains similar rate distortion performance. 

1   Introduction 

Compared With the video standard MPEG-4 [1], the H.264 [2] can save more than 
40% of the rate with similar distortion [3]. However, the encoder based on the H.264 
is more time-consuming and the motion estimation account for roughly 60% to 80% 
encoding time especially. The implementation of real-time encoder based on the 
H.264 is facing extraordinary challenge [4]. Thus, it is more valuable to research the 
fast algorithm of motion estimation for H.264. 

The full search motion estimation (FS) has good distortion rate but low efficiency 
and it is used for the analysis of the fast algorithm’ performance. The fast motion 
estimations (TSS [5],NTSS [6],FSS [7],DS [8] and HS [9]) just study the search 
patterns and the speed of the above fast algorithm is not so fast and is need to be 
improved. Based on DS, the time of fast algorithm MVFAST [10] and PMVFAST 
[11] has decreased，however, neither of the algorithms is suitable for the multi-
block-size motion estimation of H.264. An Unsymmetrical-cross multi-resolution 
motion search algorithm [4] is adopted by H.264 and implemented in reference 
software JM9.0. However, the performance of the algorithm is not fast enough 
because of its conservative search strategy. 

After analyzing the spatiotemporal correlation of the video and mode correlation of 
the different size of block, a novel fast motion algorithm based on prediction of search 
start point, selection of search patterns and termination of search procedure is 
proposed in this paper.  
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2   Multi-Block-Size Motion Estimation in H.264 

In H.264, multi-block-size motion estimation plays an important role in improving 
coding performance. There are seven different kinds of block and each block is 
labeled from one to seven, as show in Fig.1. Coding a macro block in JM9.0, the 
encoder performs motion estimation with different block size in turn within a certain 
scope of the search window and Lagrange’ function is used to obtain the optimum of 
distortion rate. From above procedure, it can be see that the time consumption of 
multi-block-size motion estimation in H.264 is increased by several times than that of 
previous video standard .The multi-block-size motion estimation in H.264 does not 
use the similarity of motion vector of different mode (mode correlation). This paper 
uses the motion vector of upper-mode (for instance, mode 1 is the upper mode of the 
mode 2 and 3) to predict the search window center of current motion estimation. 

 

Fig. 1. Partitions of a macro block in H.264 

3   The Proposed Fast Motion Estimation Algorithm 

3.1   Prediction of Search Window Center 

Statistics show that 66% of the coding block has the same motion vector predicted 
from spatial neighboring block and 64% has the same motion vector predicted from 
temporal neighboring block. There exists spatiotemporal correlation between or 
within video frames. Statistics also show that the ratio that the upper motion vectors 
are identical to the below motion vectors is as high as 97%. The motion trend of 
different kind of blocks within the same macro block is always similar which is called 
mode correlation in this paper and is used in the proposed algorithm to predict the 
search window center.  

In this paper, spatial neighboring block such as block 1\2\3 and temporal 
neighboring block such as block 4 in Fig.2 (a) are used to predict the search window 
center. And the fast algorithm starts a new search within a scope from the prediction 
window center. When inter mode is not mode 1, the motion vector of upper mode and 
the motion vector of spatiotemporal neighbor block are used to predict the window 
center. There are several methods such as the median method, the weighted average 
method and the error cost comparison method which are used to determine the search  
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Fig. 2. Neighboring blocks and Upper blocks 

start point. In this paper, error cost comparison method is selected because of the 
following reasons: first, in most cases the effect of prediction is the most important, 
accurate forecasts can provide a good starting point for the follow-up search and can 
reach search destination point quickly; Second, because of the motion correlation of 
the video, the point corresponding to prediction motion vector may become the 
optimal match point likely. Statistics show that large proportion (64%-97%) of the 
optimal destination point is the point corresponding to the prediction motion vectors. 
Thus, it is necessary to search for the points corresponding to the prediction MV. 

3.2   Adaptive Selection of Search Patterns  

The motion vectors gotten by the motion estimation have center-biased characters [7], 
namely most of MV’ s module is small and the point corresponding to the MV always 
is near the search window center point. After analyzing characteristic of the MV, we 
get a conclusion that the X-coordinate is always larger than Y-coordinate which 
accords with the motion characteristic of the real world video. New search patterns 
include large diamond search (LDS) and small diamond search (SDS) are used in this 
paper. The horizontal search step of the LDS is 3 points while the vertical search step 
is 2 points which is different from the large diamond search in literature [9]. Different 
search step of large diamond is fit for the motion direction of real world video likely. 
The LDS is appropriate for the fast search of large-motion video while the SDS (1 
points search step) is used to search the block which has small MV. 

 

Fig. 3. Large and small diamond search patterns 
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In this paper, the search patterns are selected adaptively based on the characteristic 
of video motion. If current inter mode is not equal to 1 or 1V = 2V = 3V = 4V , which 

show that the block is stillness or has small-range motion. The algorithm need to do 
dense search around the window center and the search mode is set as SMS. If current 
inter mode is 1 or 1V , 2V , 3V , 4V  are not all equal which show that the block has 

medium or large scale motion, the algorithm must search the optimal match point 
with lager step, so the initial search mode is set as LDS. If the search starts with LDS 
and when the error cost is lower than the threshold, it can be concluded that the search 
result is good enough, so the algorithm set the search mode as SMS and start a refined 
search around the latest optimal point. Experiments show that the above method of 
the search mode setting is not only simple but also effective. 

3.3   Termination of Search Process 

The motion estimation algorithm in literature [9] completes one step SDS, the search 
process stops immediately in despite of the search results, thus it may not find the 
optimal point. In this paper, after SDS search, if the current optimal point is the center 
of the small diamond, the search process stops, otherwise the algorithm continues to 
do the SDS search. Many fast algorithms such as MVFAST and PMVFAST use the 
thresholds to terminate the search process as early as possible to speed up the search 
process. However, MVFAST uses the fixed threshold and PMVFAST uses the 
neighboring block’s error cost as current coding block’s termination threshold. Fixed 
threshold is not always appropriate for all the blocks and the error cost of two spatial 
neighboring blocks do not have the obvious correlation. Statistics illustrate that there 
exists strong correlation of error cost between the temporal neighboring block which 
is reflected in Fig.4 (the X-coordinate is mode and the Y-coordinate J is error cost). 

Based on the analysis above, thresholds used to terminate the search process in our 
paper are decided as follow: using the error cost of the same position in the reference  
 

 

Fig. 4. Error cost column diagram of the 164 macro-block within frame 2-5 
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multiplies a coefficient as the threshold. Two level search termination rules is used 
and there are two thresholds 1T  and 2T used in the proposed algorithm, 1T = 

α×PrevJ， 2T = β×PrevJ，PrevJ is the error cost of the same macro-block or sub-

block in the reference frame. (1) If J≤ 1T ,the search results is good enough and the 

search process is terminate immediately; (2) If 1T ＜J≤ 2T , it needs refined search, so 

the search patterns changed from LDS to SDS. After experiments, we assigned 

1T =500 and 2T =750 if the 4# neighboring block (Fig.2 (a)) is not inter block. The 

value regions of α and β are：0.9＜α＜1.4, 1.2＜β＜2.5，and α＜β . The larger 

the value of α and β, the faster the proposed algorithm and the worse the performance 
of the motion estimation. After a lager number of experiments, we concluded that 
when α = 1.05，β  = 1.5, the algorithm can get the good tradeoff between the speed 

and performance. The above method deciding the thresholds is so adaptive that can 
terminate the search process with good performance. 

3.4   Description of the Proposed Algorithm  

The proposed algorithm include several steps such as prediction of search window 
center, decision of the termination, the LDS search, the SMS search, the selection of 
the search patterns. 0V , 1V , 2V , 3V , 4V  and uV  is the motion vector of the 1#, 2#, 

3#, 4# and upper block (Fig.2) and the error cost corresponding to the above motion 
vector is 0J , 1J , 2J , 3J , 4J  and uJ .The variable Modetype represents the inter mode 

and has the value between 1 and 7. Searchtype represents the type of search pattern, 
value 0 represents LDS search and value 1 represents SDS search and value 2 
represents just doing one step SDS search and the motion estimation is terminated 
immediately. 1T and 2T are thresholds used to stop the motion estimation, MaxJ is 

maximum value in the algorithm and PrevJ is error cost after current search step.  

step1. Getting the prediction MVs and the corresponding error cost：if 
1#（2#,3#,4#）macro block exists and its coding type is inter mode， get 

1V（ 2V , 3V , 4V ）and calculate 1J （ 2J , 3J , 4J ），otherwise let 

1J （ 2J , 3J , 4J ）＝MaxJ. If Modetype>1, getting uV  and  calculate uJ ，otherwise 

uJ ＝MaxJ.  

To calculate 0J  for the 0V ＝（0,0）. 

step2. Prediction of search window center 
：MinJ＝Min｛ 0J ， 1J ， 2J ， 3J ， 4J ， uJ ｝，the point corresponding to MinJ is 

search window center. 
step3. Decision of the termination threshold：If Modetype of 4# block is intra 

mode, set 1T =500， 2T =750. If Modetype of 4# block is inter 

mode， PrevJT1 ×α= ， PrevJT2 ×β= ,when Modetype=1, PrevJ is set as uJ , when 

Modetype>1, PrevJ is set as 2/J u . 
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step4. Initialization of search pattern：If ModeType>1 or 1V = 2V = 3V = 4V , set 

SearchType = 1，then go to step6；otherwise set SearchType =0，then go to step5. 
step5. The LDS search：Doing LDS search，record current minimum error cost 

MinJ. If the current optimal point is the center of the large diamond, go to 
step6；Otherwise go to step7. 

step6. The SMS search：Doing SDS search，record current minimum error cost 
MinJ. If the current optimal point is the center of the small diamond, go to 
step8；Otherwise go to step7.  

step7. Selection of search pattern：If MinJ≤ 1T , go to step8；otherwise if 

SearchType = 0 and 1T ＜MinJ≤ 2T ，set SearchType as1，go to Step6；otherwise 

SearchType = 0 and 2T ＜MinJ，go to step5；otherwise if SearchType =1 and 

1T
＜MinJ≤ 2T

，let SearchType=2，go to step6；otherwise if SearchType =1 and 

2T ＜MinJ，go to step6. 

step8. Termination of search：To record the motion vector, inter mode and error 
cost，the integer pixel motion estimation is completed. 

4   Experiment and Analysis 

In order to test the performance of the proposed algorithm, experiments have been 
done on JM9.0 which is reference software of H.264 and FS and JMFAST 
(Recommended by H.264 and implemented in JM 9.0) is selected as compare 
algorithms. Four standard video sequences “Coastguard” (176×144), “Foreman” 
(176×144), “Table” (176×144), “Mother” (176×144) are used and the selected video 
sequences have different-extent motion and different texture, so they could reflect the 
real performance of every algorithm. In table 1, column1, 2, 3 is the name of  
the sequence, quant parameter and name of algorithm, column 4, 6, record the rates, 
the PSNR, column5, 7, 8 records the increase percentage of the rate, the increase 
value of PSNR and the multiple of speedup. 

From table 1, it can be seen that the speed of the proposed algorithm is 123-186 
times of the full search and 4.6-5.9 times of the JMFAST recommended in H.264 
while maintains similar distortion performance. The excellent performance gotten 
have several reasons that are effective prediction of search window center point, 
adaptive selection of search patterns and termination of the search., namely the 
proposed algorithm make full use of the spatiotemporal correlation of video, similar 
motion between the different-size block and the central-biased characteristic of 
motion vector. 

At present, the research of inter mode decision is also an effective way to speed up 
the inter frame coding, literature [12] have research the inter mode decision and get 
some research fruits. Based on the proposed fast algorithm, using inter mode decision 
policy, the inter frame coding would speed up extraordinary and the above research 
will be done by author at next step. 
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Table 1. Pce of the proposed algorithm an the other algorithm 

Seq. 
Q

P 
Algorithm 

Rate 
(Kbps) 

R ↑  
(%) 

PSNR △PSNR Speedup 

FS 26.45 0 26.76 0 1  
JMFAST 26.36 -0.3  26.75 -0.01 28  Coastguard 40 
Proposed 26.42 -0.1  26.76 0 164  
FS 71.10 0 26.75 0 1  
JMFAST 73.18 2.9  26.75 0 23  Foreman 40 
Proposed 75.05 5.6  26.80 0.05 123  
FS 65.06 0 30.71 0 1  
JMFAST 65.10 0.1  30.71 0 41  Table 36 
MSFAST 64.81 -0.4  30.69 -0.02 189  
FS 87.58 0 33.20 0 1  
JMFAST 88.56 1.1  33.21 0.01 38  Mother 32 
MSFAST 89.12 1.8  33.20 0 180  
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